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Demand for
competent
engineers in
electronic
industry

Experience on various
industrial manufacturing
processes of machine tools.

Rebuilding the
concept of
habitat
“Aakriti”

THE MYTH OF
OVER FLOODING
ENGINEERS

Inset Feed Microstrip Patch
Antenna with Dual
Polarization is “best paper”
in NCET 2015

Science and engineering occupations are at the
leading edge of economic competitiveness in an
increasingly globalized world. Science and
engineering workforces of sufficient size and quality
are essential for any 21st century economy to
prosper. These professional workforces also are
crucial for addressing challenges such as
international security, global climate change, and
domestic and global health.

I

t seems people are so worried looking
at the number of engineering colleges
in this country and the number of
engineering graduates coming out of
these colleges. Some of the common
questions that arises regarding this are,
can every engineering student get a job
when they pass out from the campus.
How about their employability? Do we
really need this much of engineers? Are
they wasting their money and time at a
wrong place? The pessimistic remarks has
somehow leaked into the minds of
engineering aspirants in our academic
institutions, who should be very proud of
themselves as the most up-to-date
learners of their time.
In this globalised world you can't confine
your questions fully focused on a country.
The doubts about engineering should
have been, does the world really need a
lot of engineers? The answer can't be
nothing less than an emphatic 'YES'. The
world actually needs a lot of engineers
than any time before.
We are in need of a plenty wellequipped, talented graduates with the
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TRENDS AND SCOPE OF
ELECTRONICS AND
COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

K. Rafeeq Ahmed, Prof & Head-ECE Department, ACE College of Engineering, Trivandrum.

Welcome to the world of "Electronics
and Communication Engineering”.
The term "Electronics and
Communication Engineering"
denotes a broad engineering field
that covers subfields such as analog
electronics, digital electronics,
consumer electronics, embedded
systems, communication systems
and power electronics. Electronics
engineering deals with
implementation of applications,
principles and algorithms developed

within many related fields, for
example solid-state physics, radio
engineering, telecommunications,
control systems, signal processing,
systems engineering, computer
engineering, instrumentation
engineering, electric power control,
robotics, and many others.
The Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is one of
the most important and influential
organizations for electronics
engineers.

The availability of affordable means
of communication has been one of
electronics' greatest contributions
to human society.
All these developments have been
fuelled by advances in
c o m m u n i c a t i o n s t e c h n o l o g y.
Constantly emerging new protocols
and coding schemes, new ways to
represent video, images and speech
as data, new means of delivering this
information to users via cable, fibre,
and increasingly via radio. These

developments
are, in turn, based on
sound engineering principles.
The idea that “import of technology
could accelerate national
development in the field of
electronics and communication”,
had gained support in the
Policies/Statements of the Central
Government announced
between1978-1984. Many
State/Central Electronics
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right attitude. There are job
opportunities for those who have the
potential in major engineering
corporations and an engineer's
fundamental skills, such as logical
thinking, problem-solving and strong
numeracy are highly desirable in many
other business sectors. IT, banking,
finance and consulting are just a
few of the options. However, you don't
have to leave engineering to
explore commercial, financial and
management opportunities. In addition,
opportunities for self-employment are
also plenty for innovative and energetic
minds.

IT'S ALL ABOUT YOUR TASTE
The secondary education system should
help the student evaluate and find their
aptitude and a decision should be made
on their free will to pursue one or the
other streams. This is an insurance policy
for not be bored or feel trapped within
the subjects they learn.
Most of the time students opt a branch
because some hastily made decisions or
by following the opinions of people who
guide them without knowing their
strengths,
weaknesses and
aptitudes.

branch and check if it matches well with
the aptitude one has and the chosen
branch of study.
Employability and satisfaction of the job
depends on your aptitude for the
subject. Otherwise you will increase
your stress level in studies, at times even
as an employee. ACE College of
engineering can help you understand
your aptitude for engineering by
introducing you to variety of aspects
related to different branches of
engineering. Our career guides and
faculties at the engineering departments
are happy to take to a quick tour of
subjects you have to learn after enrolling
to an engineering branch. You can even
visit the labs and workshops and even
check your aptitude to do some of the
path breaking researches happening in
our departments.
One of the primary benefits of pursuing
an engineering degree, other than for
personal or academic interest, is the skill
set that is gained as a result. Earning an
undergraduate engineering degree helps
students learn how to apply structured
critical thought and quantitative
analysis to solving practical problems
Engineering programs
are well known for
having a strong focus on
projects with direct
relevance to the
industry and offer
practical experience
through work
placements. This work
experience makes
engineering graduates
highly employable in
engineering careers immediately upon
graduation. The combination of gaining a
thorough grounding in engineering
principles and having many “soft”
transferable skills such as the ability to
solve problems using logic, and being
able to communicate effectively, makes
a Bachelor of Engineering one of the
most employable degrees a student can
earn.

ACE can
help you
understand
your aptitude

We have noticed
students come to
counselling are
directed by some
c o m m o n
misunderstandin
gs for the
selection of an
engineering branch (1) If more people
opt a particular branch that one must be
the best (2) Can understand the job
opportunity of a branch by checking
previous years' placements (3) Career
counsellors can help to choose a branch
We think none can help but you. The
correct way will be to spend some time
assessing one's interest for a particular

TRENDS AND SCOPE OF
ELECTRONICS AND
COMMUNICATION
ENGINEERING
Corporations (i.e. KELTRON,
M E LT R O N , U P T R O N , W E B E L ,
HARTRON, ESPL, KEONICS, ELCOT,
BEL, ECIL) were established in 1970s
and 1980s to develop electronics
industry in the states. In the era of
globalization and knowledge
economy propelled by the
phenomenal growth in IT, a paradigm
shift in productivity and economic
development and in management
thought is clearly discernible.
Significant growth has been
witnessed in the Electronics and IT
sector. Unlike most developing
countries, India is expected to gain
from the 'emerging Digital Economy',
as it has:
•
Affordable access to core
information resources, cutting edge
technology and sophisticated
telecommunication systems and
infrastructure;
•
The capacity to build, operate,
manage, and service the

REBUILDING
THE CONCEPT
OF HABITAT
Inauguration of Aakriti Civil Engineering Association
“Aakriti” The association of Civil
Engineering Department was
inaugurated by Padmasree G Shankar on
Engineers day (Sep15 2015). Association
is intended to be a platform for technical
collaboration between students,
faculties & industries. Technical
seminars, conferences, internships, and
innovative projects will be conducted
under this banner. Inauguration was
followed by a technical talk by G Shankar
on “Sustainability & Environment”.
'AAKRITI' proposes a social welfare
activity of constructing low cost
residential buildings. Technical Quiz
competition was conducted by the
students and Riyaz and Abdullah were
the winners.

celebrated on 22nd September 2015.
The event was inaugurated by Mr.
Krishnan.S (Area Manager-TATA Motors).
A technical and inspirational talk by the
chief guest has inspired both the
faculties and students of the
department. The full event was
organized and conducted by the
mechanical students under the guidance
of their faculties.

Anniversary of 'CHAKRA' – The
Mechanical Engineering Association. The
first anniversary of CHAKRA, was

technologies involved;
•
Po l i c i e s t h a t p r o m o t e
equitable public participation in the
information society as both
producers and consumers of
information and knowledge; and
•
A workforce trained to
develop, maintain and provide the
value-added products and services
required by the information
economy.
The Govt of India has set up several
autonomous organizations, as given
below, to address the requirements
of different sectors of Electronics in
a focused manner.
These organizations
are playing a major
role in training and
development of
human power for
electronics industry.
In addition they help
and guide the
electronics industry
by providing
infrastructure, policy support,
design, consultancy, training,
testing, accreditation, market
support, and are also actively
involved in R&D activities in their
specific areas. The Government

supports and funds technology
development through councils set up
in various fields. Major areas where
significant success has been
achieved, at par with the
developments internationally,
through sponsored R&D projects.

polish measurement system and
multichannel choke indicator to
optimize seed spacing, using a
tractor have been developed. Under
Microprocessor Application
programme, various infrastructural
sectors like water treatment,
irrigation and road were addressed.

Automation & Process Control:
Process control system which is a
display and monitor system and can
be customized for
any environment has
been developed.
Robotics welding
s y s t e m f o r
h a z a r d o u s
applications has
been developed
along with a seam
tracking system.

Microelectronics & Photonics: In this
area various semiconductor devices
have been developed alongwith
manufacturing technologies to
improve the yield of semiconductor
devices. Other important results of
R&D efforts in this area are
development of Optical fiber,
nanotechnology, need-specific
detectors for high-speed optical
communications and optical
receiver module etc.

Agro - and Rural Applications:
Various agro-instruments like
fertilizer testing kit, soil and grain
moisture indication instruments, soil
nutrient measuring instrument, rice

Power Electronics: Hardware and
software for state-of-the-art Digital
Control and Protection System have
been indigenously developed. In
addition, lightning protection unit,
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ATE for UPS also have been designed and
developed.
Other Applications: Railway Reservation
and Freight Operation Information
System; Finger Print Identification
System for India and Mauritius; On-line
integrated customer based retail
banking system;
GENISYS (General
I n s u r a n c e
System); India's
first Integrated
Operating Office
Software for New
India Assurance
Co.Ltd.; Bombay
Stock Exchange's
On-Line Trading
(BOLT), a comprehensive screen based
trading software was indigenously
developed by CMC; Application Specific
Development Centre for SCADA (ASDCSCADA) at Hyderabad has developed and
supported many SCADA applications in
electric power transmission and
distribution.
With the evolution of the computer age,
Electronics & Communication has crept
into every sphere of human life, thus
increasing its scope manifolds.
Electronics is now a part of our everyday
life, from your pocket FM radio to

televisions, computers, mobile phones
and even the high-end satellites that are
helping you read this article now. This
was an overview on Electronics &
Communication (EC), but after going
through this you all would have quite an
in-depth knowledge of what an
Electronics & Communication
Engineering(ECE) does
and the way it treads
the path in the near
f u t u r e . Ta k i n g
educational scope into
consideration, today's
world is coming up
with new technological
advancements every
d a y. T h e s e n e w
developments are
done by the engineers turned scientists.
In bringing your own thoughts in the
world's next brilliant technological
advancement amazes you and this path
can be achieved by pursuing a master's in
EC or if needed even a Doctorate. In
depth knowledge is required for such
tasks and this further divides EC into
various sub field's. This has a great scope
in the Japan, USA and European
countries.

electronic industry to cope this demand
in technology. The engineers would be
involved in sustaining cutting edge
technology to stay ahead in competition.
An electronic engineer can find a job in
Consumer electronics manufacturing
organisation , Telecommunication & IT
industries, Health care equipment
manufacturing , Mobile communication,
I n t e r n e t t e c h n o l o g i e s , Po w e r
Electronics, and other industries like
steel, petroleum and chemical industry,
directing control and testing production
process. Electrical Technicians and
technologists can specialize in technical
sales, product representation, systems
management, the design and
manufacture of electronic devices and

systems, or the installation,
maintenance and repair of electronic
systems and equipment. They may also
work with computers and electronic
equipment in the medical,
manufacturing, industrial control,
telecommunications, aeronautical and
military fields. EC Engineers also have
several job openings & good paypackages as compared to other
branches.
Hope ECE seems interesting.
Wishing you luck for your future.

Having a further look at the career
prospects, there is bound to be huge
demand for competent engineers in

INDUSTRIAL INTERACTIONS BY DEPARTMENTS
IN PLANT TRAINING AND INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO HMT (HINDUSTAN MACHINE
TOOLS)
The entire batch of fifth semester mechanical engineering students visited HMT
kalamassery on 5th September 2015 as a part of their academic curriculum. Students
got familiarized with machine tools and foundry section in the industry. The visit helped
the students to understand the various manufacturing processes and inspection of
machine tools.
A group of selected students had the opportunity to undergo an in plant training at HMT
from 17th August for a period of 9 days. This training helped them to get hand on
experience on various industrial manufacturing processes of machine tools.

BATLIBOI PLANT VISIT
Batliboi Ltd is one of the oldest Indian engineering companies. The company is involved
in Machine Tools, Textile Air Engineering, Textile Machinery, Air Conditioning,
Environmental Engineering, Wind Energy, Electrical Engineering, and International
Marketing and Logistics. Two faculties visited the plant in surat as part of machine
inspection. These faculties were able to interact with the modern machine tools such as
CNC lathe, Milling, Grinding and drilling machines.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT AT ISRO
All the S5 and S3 students visited ISRO Museum and Rocket Launch Station and
got an opportunity to interact with the scientists. They could watch live Rocket
Launching from ISRO.
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS, POWER ELECTRONICS LAB SETUP
Many new equipments were procured for the Electrical Measurements Lab and
Power Electronics Lab which was set up successfully. Some of the equipments
include Slide Wire Potentiometer, Vernier Potentiometer, Spot Reflecting
Galvanometer, and LVDT. Experiments on Bridge Converters, Triac, PLL,
Thyristors are carried out and waveforms are observed on digital
oscilloscopes.
INDUSTRIAL VISIT AT MILMA PLANT
Students visited the Milma Plant and were able to understand the process
control aspects of milk treatment.

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

IBCC 2015 FINALS AT IIT BOMBAY

Interactive session with entrepreneurs at Techno Park Trivandrum

MICROSOFT

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM BY CAREER LAUNCHER

Faculties of mechanical engineering attended a training program conducted by
Microsoft at ACE College of Engineering. Faculties got expertise on new and improved
student interactive and teaching tools for formulating new teaching methodologies like
e-learning, cloud computing etc.

A personality development and Neuro linguistic program conducted by career launcher and
NIQR helped the mechanical engineering faculties to evoke their inner talents and skills.

INAUGURATION

MAC

•
The Experimental Stress Analysis Lab and Aircraft Structures Lab of the
Aeronautical Department were inaugurated by Dr. Raman Balu & Prof. M. Sundaresan.

The faculties of Mechanical Engineering Department attended a training program
conducted by Apple Inc. They got hands on experience on Mac 10.1 operating system and
its various potential functions including simulation capabilities.

•
The department library was inaugurated on 8th September 2015 by Dr. Farrukh
Sayeed, Principal, ACE College of Engineering. Dr. Raman Balu & Prof. M. Sundaresan
felicitated the inaugural function
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STUDENT & FACULTY
ACHIEVEMENTS
EEE
•
Mr. Vishakh K H, Assistant
Professor, EEE has achieved
scholarship for PhD Scheme in
Electronics System Design funded by
Department of Electronics and
I n f o r m a t i o n Te c h n o l o g y,
Government of India.
•
Ms. Sheena Latif, Assistant
Professor, EEE has published a
technical paper in IJAERInternational Journal of Applied
Engineering Research, Research
India Publications, Vol.10 No.16,
2015 on “Modelling and Simulation
of Vector Control of DFIG Using
SEQUEL”

•
During March 2015, S5 students,
Abhijith Raj, Imthiyas, Jayalekshmi,
and Nowfa Mol participated in a
technical conference on “Smart
Grid” conducted by KSEB.
•
Mr. Azadulla Riza from S5 EEE
demonstrated his work on Tesla Coil
by using the principle of electromagnetic induction to light a
fluorescent tube on the event of
Electrical Association.

ECE
•
Mr. Anoop G Anil of S4 ECE has
secured 14th rank in the region wide
ranking and 140th rank in India wide
ranking by TCS.

Professor, Dept. of ECE , published a
paper titled “A Novel Technique for
Miniaturization of Antenna for
Wireless Application”, in the
International Journal of Advanced
Research Trends in Engineering and
Technology,
•
Jayarenjini N, Assistant
Professor, Dept. of ECE, published a
paper titled, “Fractal Based
Miniaturized Microstrip Patch
Antenna for Data Communication”,
in the International Journal of
Advanced Research Trends in
Engineering and Technology.
•
Jayarenjini N, Assistant
Professor, Dept. of ECE, published a
paper titled, “Dual polarized
Rectangular Microstrip Patch
Antenna for S-band Applications”, in
the International Journal of Applied
Engineering Research.
•

•

Jayarenjini

Sheethal A, Athira A (students)

N, Assistant

Jayarenjini N (faculty), Dept. of
ECE, have participated and
presented a technical paper titled
“Comparative Study on Inset Feed
Patch Antenna with Dual polarized
Antenna” in the 16th National
Conference on Technological Trends.
•
Abdullah M S, Anoop G Anil (S5
students) Jayarenjini N (faculty),
Dept. of ECE, have participated and
presented a technical paper titled
“Inset Feed Microstrip Patch
Antenna with Dual Polarization” in
the Fourth National Conference on
Emerging Technologies, NCET 2015.

AERO
•
Mr. Justin Joshua presented a
paper on “Experimental
Investigation of Vortex Breakdown in

a cylindrical Container with a rotating end wall” in National
Conference on technological trends (NCTT 15).
•
Mr. Justin Joshua presented a paper on “Flow
Visualization in a Cylindrical Container with a rotating
bottom end wall” on 30th September 2015 at 26th
International Symposium on transport phenomena (ISTP 26).
•
A paper entitled “Experimental Study of global
oscillations in low density rectangular jets” by Mr. Rithwik N
has been selected for oral presentation on 23rd November
2015 at 68th Annual meeting of American Physical Society
(APSDFD 15) hosted by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT).

CIVIL
•
Ms Radhika P, Assistant Professor, Civil has presented a
paper on “Replacement of Fine Aggregate with Fly Ash” in
international conference on recent advances in engineering,
science & technology, “ICON'15”.
•
Mrs Alina Nero, Assistant Professor, Civil has presented a
paper on “Water Quality Estimation using Remote Sensing &
GIS” in international conference on recent advances in
engineering, science & technology, “ICON'15”
•
Mr Nadeem Noushad of S5 Civil has presented a paper on
“Goodbye to Dreadful Aids Using Nano Robots” at Musaliar
College, Trivandrum and bagged the first prize.

MECH
•
Mr. Ashraf A, Mr. Muhamed S A and Mr. N R M Ashiq
published a journal paper named 'The exponential growth of
vehicle in kerala roads over the past 3 decades
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•
Mr. Rashid Ahmed R, Mr. Renjith Ramesh R and Mr.
Mohammed Ijas published a journal paper named 'Effect of
end of life vehicles regulation on global automobile
manufacturers' in 'International Journal of Advanced
Research Trends in Engineering and Technology'.
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